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This study paper looks into the dynamics 
of gender-equality education and 
genderbased violence (GBV) prevention 
within the distinct context of Rwamwanja 
Refugee Settlement. Nestled within 
Uganda’s Kamwenge District in the 
Southwestern region, this study unveils 
the transformative potential within 
gender-equality education. By exploring 
the innovative Rwamwanja Model, we 
highlight YTT’s program’s multifaceted 
impact on empowerment and GBV 
prevention within this intricate refugee 
milieu, placing a special emphasis on the 
pivotal role played by the YTT Gender 
Equality/GBV Prevention program.

Abstract



1.

Rwamwanja Refugee Settlement, located in 
Uganda’s Kamwenge District, serves as a 
sanctuary for over 100,000 refugees who have 
fled conflict, violence, and persecution. Beneath 
the surface of this camp lies the complexity of 
challenges— proximity to the Congo border 
(DRC) exposes its inhabitants to the tremors of 
extreme violence and territorial disputes. This 
study shows the potential of gender-equality 
education and its role in preventing GBV within 
Rwamwanja, with a focused spotlight on the 
indispensable YTT Gender-Equality/GBV 
Prevention program.

Introduction



2.
2.1 

2.2 

Gender-Equality Education and GBV

Illuminating through Education: Gender-equality education 
emerges as a transformative force, challenging deeply 
rooted norms, nurturing critical thinking, and fostering 
equitable decision-making. Integrated into refugee 
settlement programs, this educational paradigm becomes 
a catalyst for dismantling regressive gender stereotypes, 
fostering relationships founded on equality and respect.

A Glimpse into Gender-Based Violence: Rwamwanja’s 
landscape conceals a harsh reality where GBV thrives, 
disproportionately impacting women and girls. Born from 
cultural norms, displacement, and resource constraints, 
GBV necessitates interventions that transcend mere 
reaction, extending towards proactive prevention and 
empowerment.



3. Contextual Realities of Rwamwanja

3.1 

3.2 

3.3 

Intersecting Opportunity and Vulnerability: Rwamwanja’s geographic placement exposes its inhabitants to both 
opportunity and vulnerability. The intricate interplay between local dynamics and diverse refugee experiences 
underscores the necessity for context-driven approaches, acknowledging the layered vulnerabilities that contribute to 
GBV and inequality.

Barriers within Education: The educational landscape of Rwamwanja reflects socio-economic and cultural disparities 
that erect barriers to girls’ access to quality education. These barriers hold transformative potential, serving as the 
catalyst for gender-equality education’s profound impact.

Fostering Resilience through Empowerment: Trauma and violence leave their mark on the lives of Rwamwanja’s 
residents, emphasising the need for holistic approaches. The synergy between gender-equality education and mental 
health support offers fertile ground for empowerment, healing, and cultivating resilience amidst adversity.



4.The Rwamwanja Model
Unveiling Transformation

4.1 

4.2 

Empowering Through Education: Gender-equality 
education serves as a  conduit for empowerment, 
extending beyond classrooms to unravel oppressive 
norms, ignite self confidence, and foster agency. 
This newfound agency transcends individual growth, 
permeating societal fabric and catalysing narratives of 
transformation.

Mitigating GBV through Holistic Strategies: The YTT 
Model, a pioneering GBV prevention strategy, represents 
triumph by addressing the roots of GBV and nurturing 
relationships founded on respect. The undeniable 
connection between education and reduced violence 
underlines the program’s transformative potential, 
rewriting narratives of resilience.



5. YTT Gender-Equality/GBV Prevention 
Program: A Catalyst for Change

5.1 

5.2 

A Beacon of Empowerment: At the heart of Rwamwanja’s transformation lies the
YTT Gender-Equality/GBV Prevention program—a beacon that empowers,
educates, and uplifts. This program transcends barriers, giving women and girls the 
tools to reclaim their agency and challenge systemic norms.

Preventing GBV, Fostering Equity: The program’s significance magnifies in its
proactive GBV prevention efforts, empowering individuals to recognise, respond to, and 
prevent violence. By addressing gender inequalities at their core, the program sows the 
seeds of a more equitable future.



6.

8. 9.

7.
Holistic Transformation 
Beyond Boundaries

The YTT Program’s 
Enduring Legacy

Amplifying the YTT 
Program’s Impact

Shaping a 
New Paradigm

Rwamwanja’s narrative ripples beyond geographical 
confines, symbolising universal human potential for 
resilience and change. The settlement’s metamorphosis 
echoes humanity’s capacity to evolve, adapt, and inspire 
compassion.

As Rwamwanja’s landscapes continue to evolve, the legacy 
of the YTT Gender-Equality/GBV Prevention program 
thrives—a legacy of empowerment, transformation, 
and hope. Amidst challenges, the program stands as a 
beacon, guiding the way towards a future where equity, 
dignity, and compassion flourish.

The YTT Gender-Equality/GBV Prevention program 
serves as a testament to the potential of education 
to empower and uplift even in the most challenging 
circumstances. Through its multifaceted approach, the 
program not only addresses the symptoms of GBV but 
also strikes at its root causes, dismantling norms that
perpetuate violence and inequity.

The interplay between gender-equality education and 
GBV prevention births a paradigm of development that 
places education at the forefront of transformation. 
This synergy creates a ripple effect that transcends 
individuals and communities, fostering lasting change.



10. 11.
A Call for Collective 
Action

The YTT Program’s 
Legacy of Change

Conclusion

The success of the YTT program in 
Rwamwanja underscores the importance of 
collective action and collaboration among 
governments, NGOs, local refugee and 
women-led organisations and communities. 
The holistic model employed by the program 
should serve as a blueprint for other similar 
contexts, fostering a future where education 
becomes a driving force for lasting change.

As we conclude this exploration, the legacy 
of the YTT Gender-Equality/GBV Prevention 
program shines brightly—a legacy etched 
in empowerment, resilience, and progress. 
This program is more than a strategy; 
it is a catalyst that ignites the flames of 
transformation, fostering a future where 
individuals, families, and communities stand 
united against GBV, inequality, and adversity.


